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Abstract 
The capitalism (C), democracy (D) and rule of law (R)—CDR global inva-
riant hypothesis was previously demonstrated for year 2014 cross country per 
capita real gross domestic product adjusted for purchasing power parity (G). 
Consistent with the principle of parsimony, the CDR index explained G with 
only these three variables. This paper re-estimates the model for the last 22 
years of available data. The result is model parameters that are a set of global 
time invariant constants. These constants constitute the global time invariant 
CDR index defined by the vector inner (dot) product of the global constants 
and country C, D, R and C∙D∙R. This establishes the CDR global time inva-
riant hypothesis. Exogenous and endogenous components of capital are de-
coupled to calculate and explain the values and roles of new ideas versus old 
capital stock. Based on the unitary entrepreneurship elasticity of G, the theo-
retical optimal reinvestment in capital stock is validated by empirical gross 
fixed capital formation. Together, these place economic growth on a scientific 
basis. Because of the absence of explicit definitions in the extant literature for 
concepts such as capitalist, capitalism, entrepreneurship and other conse-
quential terminologies, they are clarified in concise nomenclature.  
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1. Introduction 

It has been suggested by North [1], Knack and Keefer [2], Glaeser, et al. [3], 
Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson [4], Acemoglu, et al. [5] and others that in-
stitutions are important for economic growth. However, none identified a highly 
efficient model for estimating GDP. This paper presents a highly efficient as well 
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as global time invariant supply side CDR model that combines three institutions: 
capitalism (C), democracy (D) and rule of law (R) including a unique interaction 
term C∙D∙R. 

Before explicitly revealing various features of the avantgarde CDR supply side 
economy, it bears reviewing how strictly demand sided the common view of 
economic equilibrium is. There are three traditional ways to determine gross 
domestic product (GDP) for a specified period. One is the market value of all 
domestic expenditures made on final goods and services, including consumption 
expenditures, investment expenditures, government expenditures, and net ex-
ports. Another is a tally of income earned by all the factors of production in an 
economy including the wages paid to labor, the rent earned by land, the return 
on capital in the form of interest, entrepreneurial profits, indirect business taxes 
and depreciation, and net foreign factor income. Another is the net product or 
value added. But, these demand side calculations can only be performed after the 
fact. They assume that a capital stock of facilities that produce final goods and 
services just exist somehow, do not have to be created, and that economics are 
concerned with how the goods are produced, distributed, exchanged and con-
sumed. In reality, all such capitals must have been previously created. Its only 
source must be human capital ideas of imagination and creativity, otherwise 
known as entrepreneurship. The first growth model to include entrepreneurship 
was presented by Schumpeter [6] [7] [8]. Entrepreneurship is expressed as 
quanta of new information that if noticed, can be converted to tangible wealth in 
terms of goods and services. The traditional economic thought process is de-
signed on the Malthusian [9] assumption of scarce resources. But, since Malthus, 
the world has seen massive population growth, undeterred by resources. It is as 
if each person brings their own wealth into the world (Simon [10]). 

If economics is currently a science it is one of the descriptive forensic post-
mortems. Even then, the extant literature is not in uniform agreement of that 
which has already occurred, or in general, how the various economies of the 
world got to be where they are currently. Traditional economics does not appear 
to have prescriptive ability. 

As it turns out, G can be estimated ahead of time from the postulated CDR 
index. The CDR index is a blend of C, D and R, where C is measured by total 
market capitalization, and D and R are country rankings. We recognize that D 
and R contain many elements. However, the parsimony of the CDR model de-
rives from the elements being subsumed in D and R. Statistical analysis does not 
require the inclusion of all the already correlated elements in the model. Their 
inclusion would only serve to reduce the available degrees of freedom. The abili-
ty to estimate demonstrates that high CDR countries will be relatively wealthy 
and low CDR countries will be relatively poor. Therefore, it establishes the im-
portance for a country to raise its CDR. The CDR index was established by Rid-
ley [11] [12] [13] by a successful test of hypothesis for year 2014 data. The model 
was constructed from global invariant parameters. Therefore, it will estimate G 
for any country. The purpose of this paper is to present a successful test of the 
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CDR hypothesis for years other than 2014. We show that in addition to being 
parametrically global invariant, the CDR index is also time invariant. That is, the 
CDR hypothesis is shown to be universally true, as is expected in any law of 
science. We also calculate the total and marginal contributions to G from entre-
preneurship. From the marginal contribution, we obtain the unitary entrepre-
neurship elasticity and the optimal reinvestment in capital stock. 

We proffer that a well learned poor society can skip steps within the technol-
ogy silo travelled by wealthy countries. For example they can skip whale oil and 
go straight to subterranean crude oil and gas. They can skip oil and gas and go 
straight to nuclear power. They can skip land line communications and go 
straight to mobile cell phone technology. But, to gain wealth, they cannot skip 
the organizational steps of the CDR law. This is now obvious from all the failed 
attempts by rich countries to help impecunious countries by way of loans, chari-
ty, and transfer of technology. What rich countries need to do is help poor 
countries develop their institutions (North [1]) of democracy and rule of law. 
This will increase their CDR index and G. This is more difficult than it first ap-
pears because much of the creation of rich country institutions and property 
rights were accomplished by trial and error. And, many poor countries have de-
veloped a debilitating mindset of distrust for capitalism (Ridley [14], Ridley, Da-
vis and Korovyakovskaya [15], Korovyakovskaya and Ridley [16]). Poor coun-
tries would do better to recognize that CDR is not rapacious capitalism but ca-
pitalism in the presence of democracy and rule of law, consistent with the moral 
sentiments of Adam Smith [17]. Also, it would help greatly to reduce their angst 
if poor people would recognize that every rational human being is a capitalist 
(Smith [18]) who deploys his personal effort so as to maximize his benefit. 
Should a capitalist who is also an entrepreneur become very rich he can only 
consume a tiny fraction of the products that he makes. The remainder is con-
sumed by others who might otherwise be less well off. Entrepreneurs devote so 
much time to risk taking, inventing, and devising ways to manufacture high 
quality products cheaply so as to be affordable by others, they drastically reduce 
their own leisure time. The labor saving products that they develop create leisure 
time for others. That is, entrepreneurship is an act of giving. Instead of worthless 
envious worrying about equality of income, one should be thankful for all the 
numerous jobs created and the equality of consumption that rich countries make 
possible. 

CDR is the mechanism that functions through the limited liability company 
(Micklethwait and Wooldridge [19]) and requires a number of historical institu-
tions, laws and events. At the behest of English barons in search of rights, Eng-
lish King John offered Magna Carta in 1215. English King Charles II granted the 
Royal Charter of 1662 for the study of science. Smith [18] recognized the me-
chanism of division of labor that creates surplus capital. The limited liability law 
of 1811 was enacted by the American State of New York, soon followed by Eng-
lish and German limited liability laws. These set the stage for the perfect storm 
that led to the English industrial revolution. It could have happened anywhere in 
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the world where the prevailing conditions were to accumulate. As it turned out, 
it happened in England on or between 1760 and 1840. Since then, its Western 
European neighboring countries and their United State of America (USA) set-
tlers and immigrants have never been the same. Whether they realized it or not, 
they adopted CDR policies and amassed tremendous wealth (Figure 1). At the 
time of this writing, their economic acceleration is its greatest, while poverty 
persists elsewhere (Keefer and Knack [20]). There are no records and no blue 
prints on how it was done or how to repeat it from the beginning (de Soto [21]). 
Still, as best we can tell, wealth comes from human capital. And, each human 
being brings his or her wealth into the world. Therefore, it is in the positive sum 
self-interest of rich countries to help raise all country CDR indices so that people 
in poor countries can also expand the world’s wealth and stability for the benefit 
of all. 

Democracy is a mechanism for exploring a wider and larger set of options and 
forming consensus through discussing and weighting. It constrains predatory 
government (Acemoglu and Robinson [22], Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson 
[4], North [1], Knack and Keefer [2]) and provides for better institutional con-
text for growth. It also provides for better corporate decision making regarding 
the deployment of capital. Even if it were true that the variance of genes is dif-
ferent for different sub populations of human beings, then in the case of more 
variance, even greater intensity of democracy is required to arrive at the optimal 
consensus. As the internet enables coordination of individual knowledge 
throughout the economy, democratic countries only grow richer. But, the inter-
net cannot create democracy where it does not already exist. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 
mystery of wealth creation. Section 3 discusses the structure of the CDR model.  
 

 
Figure 1. Gross domestic product after the industrial revolution of 1760 to 1840 shows 
massive creation of wealth. Previously, mercantilism and colonialism transferred wealth 
but did not create wealth. Source: Maddison for 1870 to 2006 extended with U.S. De-
partment of commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis data for 2007-2011. 
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Section 4 discusses the estimation and global application of the CDR model. Sec-
tion 5 compares the relative importance of entrepreneurship and capital stock to 
G generation. Section 6 illustrates the marginal returns on C, D and R. Section 7 
illustrates the entrepreneurship elasticity of G. We end with some conclusions in 
Section 8. Because of the absence of explicit definitions in the extant literature 
for concepts such as capitalist, capitalism, entrepreneurship and other conse-
quential terminologies, defining nomenclature are given at the end of the paper. 

2. How Supply Side Wealth Is Created 

Wealth begins in the imagination and creativity of the mind as a human capital 
idea (Figure 2). Inventions are often considered irrelevant by the many persons 
who do not see their applications. Indeed, many of the applications will not have 
been invented as yet. Ideas that arise in the minds of the few may not arise in the 
minds of the many. Recall the supply side remark by Steve Jobs (1955-2011) that 
“A lot of times, people don’t know what they want until you show it to them.” 
And, Henry Ford’s (1863-1947) alleged “If I had asked people what they wanted, 
they would have said faster horses.” Therefore, the demand side of an economy 
can only act on existing products, and it cannot be the source of wealth. Division 
of labor (Smith [18]) may create surplus capital but it is not the source of wealth. 
It is an idea, just like C, D and R. All three of these come from the human brain, 
the same place that all wealth comes from. To help understand this consider the 
journey from the silk road to Silicon Valley (see Garten [23], Gordon [24]), and 
the enormous wealth and philanthropy produced by high technology companies: 
IBM, GE, Intel, Microsoft, Apple and Google, etc., that are unrelated to natural 
resources and manufactured goods. Knowledge related to ideas can be taught to 
other human beings via educational institutions, adding to human capital stock. 
This division of human capital (researchers, trainers and trainees), in so far as 
the application of the related knowledge spreads to other human beings and 
programmable storage devices, creates surplus wealth. Surplus wealth is also 
created when two or more ideas combine directly to stimulate yet another idea. 

CDR is a supply side concept. It expands the supply and types of products and 
services that are available. It comes from the creation of affordable products, not  
 

 
Figure 2. Methods of accounting for G in a perfect environment of democracy and rule of 
law. 
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from the demand for products. Affordable products create their own demand 
(Smith [18]). The supply side is not necessarily top down. It can be bottom up. 
For example consider a trash can cleaner. All around the world trash cans were 
and still are emptied and cleaned by workers. In 1950, Harry Wasylyk and Larry 
Hansen invented the garbage bag at home. They thought to place a plastic bag in 
the trash can, then, collect the bag with the trash deposited inside it. They simply 
tied the bag at the top, collected the trash bag, and replaced it with a new one. 
The job changed from cleaning to simply collecting. This is an idea that started 
at the bottom, saved time and effort, thereby creating surplus wealth. This 
wealth generating change was supplied by the imagination and creative idea of 
the lowly home trash collector. As more people were taught the idea, the division 
of human capital created surplus wealth (Ridley [12]). In the late 1960’s, the bag 
traveled up the corporate ladder to Union Carbide where it was manufactured. 
The demand for bags and the demand for plastic increased. 

Capitalism is a macro-economic activity measured by market capitalization as 
an expression of confidence in human capital. Market capitalization is the dis-
counted value of all future earnings from products that are expected to be 
created from human capital. Therefore, it takes into account current and all fu-
ture years. Assuming perfect D and R, then simultaneous with the appearance of 
human capital (brain) is an increase in market capitalization. Simultaneous with 
the distribution of market capital to investee companies, said products are 
created in individual micro-economic units of production that employ capital 
stock and corporeal physical labor (brawn). This operating definition of homo-
genous labor is consistent with the original theory of comparative advantage 
(Ricardo [25]). 

A production function ( ),Q f K L=  relates physical units of inputs to phys-
ical units of outputs from a single machine. Therefore, there can be no such 
thing as a macroeconomic function when the inputs are different types of items, 
or outputs are different types of items, or outputs are made by different con-
structs. Furthermore, there is the fallacy of composition that we can simply jump 
from microeconomic conceptions to an understanding of production by society 
as a whole (see Cohen and Harcourt [26], and see Ridley and Ngnepieba [27] for 
a mathematical proof). For this reason it might be that ( ), ,G f C D R=  which 
is defined in the aggregate is a better standalone starting point for the conceptu-
alization of aggregate G. Then, since we will already know G, we do not need an 
aggregate production function. However, it is assumed here that there exists a 
macroeconomic domain that maps homeomorphically into microeconomic do-
mains (Ridley and Ngnepieba [27]). Still, it is only under specific conditions re-
lated to elasticities in the Cobb-Douglas function that capital will be preserved 
under this mapping. And, these conditions are impossible to arrive at in prac-
tice. To make seemingly appropriate comparisons, all physical and chemical, 
etc., inputs and outputs are simply converted to economic value in terms of 
monetary units. After conversion to monetary units, ( ),q f k w=  can be inte-
grated over any region of the economy with no loss of accuracy. 
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Consider the total value of ideas as measured (estimated) by market capitali-
zation (C), inclusive of current ideas and former ideas that led to the formation 
of capital stock (K) as measured by fixed capital investment adjusted for depre-
ciation and obsolescence plus skills and knowledge taught to others (see also Day 
[28]). The part of C that is available comes from the market of publicly traded 
stocks. This is the best we can do because the private non-traded part of C is not 
available and never will be. The total value of innovation from entrepreneurship 
is C-K. K is measured by the sum of the book value of installed fixed capital and 
salaries paid to skilled and educated administrative and professional employees, 
where salaries are assumed to be proportional to the stock of human capital. The 
value of labor can be measured by wages (W) paid to unskilled hourly workers. 

In general, consider m countries, 1, 2,3, ,i m=  , where country i contains 

in  microeconomic production units. Production of iG  is obtained from the 
sum of in  micro-economic production units. Consider a deterministic 
Cobb-Douglas function ( )ˆ ,ij ij i ijv f f G L=  applied to the jth unit of production 
in the ith country, where existing capital stock ijK  is replaced by capital ob-
tained by the investment of the fraction ijf  of ˆ

iG , ijL  is the matching quan-
tity of physical labor in person-hours per annum, and ijv  is the annual value of 
production. All labor is identical in nature and functionality. Any human dif-
ferences due to knowledge, experience and skills are transferred into the produc-
tion capacity of capital stock. Assuming constant returns to scale, then 

( ) 1ij ij
ij ij ij i ijv A f G w

α α−= , where ijA  is the total factor productivity and ijα  and 
1 ijα−  are output elasticities of capital and labor respectively. The total mone-
tary value of production for country i  is given by 

( ) 1
1 1

iji i ijn n
ij ij ij i ijj jv A f G w

α α−
= =

=∑ ∑ . 

The global monetary value of production for all m countries is therefore 

( ) 1
1 1

iji ijm n
ij ij i iji j A f G w

α α−
= =∑ ∑  

3. Structures of CDR 

Endogenous variables: The genesis of all wealth is imagination and creativity 
of the human mind. C is capital that comprises human capital of ideas from en-
trepreneurs and endogenous accumulated capital stock that was generated from 
investments in prior ideas, less depreciation and obsolescence. C is measured by 
the value of outstanding shares of stock sold on the capital markets. C is utilized 
in the C to G conversion. Some fraction of said G may be reinvested in capital 
stock. The decision and the fraction to reinvest are random and exogenous. 
Therefore, the amount reinvested is not predictable by G. Nevertheless, even af-
ter depreciation and obsolescence, the remainder can accumulate and become 
part of subsequent C and G generation. Said capital stock comprises fixed in-
stalled capital less depreciation and obsolescence, plus skills and knowledge ac-
quired from entrepreneurs and taught to others. It is interesting to learn how 
much capital is new human capital and how much is residual capital stock. In 
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this paper we use two stage least squares (2SLS) with latitude as an instrumental 
variable (IV) to separate exogenous entrepreneurial new human capital from 
endogenous accumulated capital stock.  

Exogenous variables: The part of C that is human capital ideas from entre-
preneurs is exogenous. D is the exogenous catalyst that creates new pathways for 
connecting, generating, extracting and combining ideas from human capital to 
generate G. Surowiecki [29] explains how the wisdom of crowds can yield a su-
perior decision compared to that of any one member, even when that member is 
a superior individual. The direction of causation is obviously from D to G. Fur-
thermore, D and R reflect economic freedom, and Gwartney, Holcombe and 
Lawson [30] [31] used Granger [32] testing to show the direction of causation to 
be from economic freedom of the world (EFW) to GDP. R is the exogenous cat-
alyst of governance that recognizes property rights and discourages corruption 
(Goel, Mazhar and Nelson [33], Czap and Nur-tegin [34]). In this study the re-
verse of corruption was chosen to represent R. It is a ranking of countries (the 
Transparency International graphic in Figure A1. depicting corruption speaks 
volumes). R encompasses property rights, an important feature for economic 
growth (McCloud and Kumbhakar [35]). Country rankings based on corruption 
correspond inversely to country rankings based on property rights. Therefore, 
the reverse of corruption ranking captures property rights. But, property rights 
are a complex legal proposition that the average person might not fully under-
stand. On the other hand, the concepts of fairness and justice versus corruption 
are intuitive. 

The catalysts D and R perform a role similar to that suggested by Baron J. J. 
Berzelius [36] in 1835 to describe the property of substances that speed up or 
slow down chemical reactions without being consumed in them. D and R are 
heterogeneous exogenous catalysts because they exist in different structures 
from each other and from capital and G. That way they can remain robust and 
incorruptible by the G production that they facilitate. The human capital com-
ponent of the process is what is now commonly referred to as entrepreneurship. 

4. The Global Time Invariant CDR Model 

To determine the relative contributions of C, D, R and natural resources (N), we 
standardize the variables to guarantee upper and lower bounds of 0 ≤ g, C, D, R, 
C∙D∙R, N ≤ 1 as follows: 

( ) ( )g lowest highest lowestG G G G= − −  

( )
per capita capitalization lowest per capita capitalization

highest per capita capitalization lowest per capita c

Ca

ap

pitali

italiz

s

a i

m

t on

C
−

=
−

 

( ) lowest democracy rank democracy rank
lowest democracy rank highest de

Democ
mocra

rac
cy rank

yD =
−

−
 

( ) lowest corruption rank corruption rank
lowest corruption rank highest c

Rule of
orrupti

 
on ra

l
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awR =
−
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( )
per capita total natural resource rents lowest per capita total natural resource rents

highest per capita total natural resource rents lowest per capita total na

Na

tu

tural res

ral resou

ou

rc

rces

e rents

N

=
−

−

 

Democracy and corruption are rank ordered, where the highest = 1 and the 
lowest = the number of countries. These transformations are all one hundred 
percent reversible.  

The ordinary least squares (OLS) model is  

0gi c i d i r i cdr i i i n i iC D R C D R Nβ β β β β β ε+ + + += + ⋅ ⋅ +  

where i  represents the ith country, the coefficients and variables are dimen-
sionless, and the errors iε  are random and normally distributed with zero 
mean and constant standard deviation. We regress g on C, D, R, and N to obtain 
the ith country estimated g as follows.  
 

 
 

The variation in G that is explained by the model is 83%. The remaining 17% 
is due to unpredictable events such as natural disasters like hurricanes and earth 
quakes. Additionally, non-publicly traded stocks are not included because there 
are no data on their capitalization. The largest factor in explaining G is C (59%). 
This model shows that contrary to commonly held belief, natural resources con-
tribute only 6% to G. C, D and R together contributes about (59 + 5 + 10 + 3)/6 
= 13 times. This is in addition to the Dutch disease or natural resources curse 
they are known to cause [37]-[47]. Ridley [12] gives a didactic account of how 
Jamaica lost its currency to the bauxite natural resource curse. The C, D and R 
components have positive coefficients and are significant per the student ᵵ statis-
tic. The coefficient of the i i iC D R⋅ ⋅  interactive term is significant but negative. 
The negative value is due to friction in the decision making process permitted by 
a democratic process. It reduces G from the theoretical maximum possible value 
that would be attainable if the decision makers were in perfect agreement. Any 
disagreement must subtract from the theoretical optimal contribution. If there 
were perfect agreement and the agreement was the best possible decision, then 
the contribution from the interaction could neither be positive nor negative and 
must be zero. When government spending is added to the regression model (not 
shown), its coefficient is not significant and there is no change in 2

adjR . 
Other growth models such as that of Solow [48] are based on installed capital 

stock and cannot capture entrepreneurial capital. Prior studies of data from 1949 
to 1988 such as those by Adelman and Morris [49], Barro [50], Dick [51], Grier 
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and Tullock [52], Helliwell [53], Huntington and Dominguez [54], Kohli [55], 
Kormendi and Meguire [56], Landau [57], Marsh [58], Pourgerami [59] [60], 
Przeworski and Limongi [61] [62], Remmer [63], Scully [64] [65], Sloan and Te-
din [66] and Weede [67] excluded the interactive term, which inter alia, explains 
why the significance of D gave mixed results and was hitherto not captured. The 
prior mixed results were positive, negative, and no regression coefficient for D. 
These created the impression that D does not matter, until now. See also Ace-
moglu, et al. [5], Glaeser, et al. [3]. Also, economic freedom advocated by 
Friedman and Friedman [68], Friedman [69], Gwartney, Holcombe and Lawson 
[70], Gwartney and Lawson [71], Heritage Foundation [72], Sowell [73], Rand 
[74], reduced government and the empowerment of people, are consistent with 
the CDR model. Economic freedom appears to be working for GDP (Gwartney, 
Lawson and Hall [74], Hall and Lawson [76]). But, the Gwartney, Holcombe and 
R. Lawson’s [31] model that uses the EFW index yielded an 2   52.5%adjR = , con-
siderably lower than the 83% obtained from the CDR index reported in this pa-
per. 

The CDR model may be applied to the global estimation of G (Figure 3). The 
high correlation between CDR and G is made obvious from the graph. The  
 

 
Figure 3. Vexillological chart of year 2014 G vs CDR Index for 79 countries (line). Bubble size (21 countries) is the square root of 
population. 
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regression line is for 79 countries for which there are complete data and that 
represent almost all of the world’s population. In addition, the graph shows G 
bubbles for twenty one countries selected for variety in natural resources, gov-
ernment spending, country size, location, culture and physical characteristics of 
the population. As the graph is traversed from one end to the other, there is no 
systematic change in bubble size (population size). The high natural resource 
countries, namely Russia, Nigeria, Brazil, India to mention just a few have low 
CDR and G. The low natural resource countries, namely Singapore, Hong Kong, 
Taiwan, Bermuda, Japan to name a few have high CDR and high G. As noted 
earlier government spending has no effect on G. Government spending and its 
source of funds which are taxes, appear to cancel. The countries on the graph are 
from all over the map, and there is no indication that geographic location, cul-
ture and appearance of the population makes any difference. Sowell [73] specu-
lated that geography might play a role but that is not supported here. The only 
exception is the preponderance of Western Europe and USA in the high G cate-
gory. It is true that they exist in temperate climate zones, but so do low CDR 
Eastern Europe and Russia. The unique feature that Western Europe and USA 
have in common is high CDR. The high cross country 2

adjR  of 83% and the 
straight line relationship between the countries and the CDR index establishes 
that the CDR model is global invariant.  

To investigate the time invariance of the CDR model, the CDR model is 
re-estimated for different year g’s from 1995 to 2016. The results are shown on 
Table 1 and Figure 4. The B’s are used in place of ˆ sβ ′  since they are the clos-
est to the available characters in the legend of the chart. The Bo’s (not shown) 
are all zero. For the last nine years from 2010 to 2016 the parameter estimates 
are nearly identical. For earlier years they are also similar. For all practical pur-
poses the parameter estimates are the same and are therefore time invariant. 
Repeated year by year estimation does more to show potential variation in pa-
rameters than a panel data estimate. Obviously, if the year by year estimates are 
the same then the panel data estimate must be the same.  
 

 
Figure 4. CDR model OLS parameters for 22 years. 
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Table 1. CDR model OLS parameters for 22years. 

YEAR Bc Bd Br Bcdr Bn 2
adjR  

2016 1.53 0.14 0.24 −1.25 0.33 0.81 

2015 1.53 0.14 0.24 −1.23 0.35 0.82 

2014 1.53 0.14 0.23 −1.21 0.38 0.83 

2013 1.51 0.14 0.23 −1.15 0.39 0.84 

2012 1.52 0.16 0.22 −1.16 0.42 0.83 

2011 1.53 0.17 0.22 −1.16 0.42 0.83 

2010 1.56 0.18 0.21 −1.19 0.42 0.83 

2009 1.57 0.22 0.21 −1.13 0.48 0.82 

2008 1.52 0.23 0.22 −1.09 0.50 0.82 

2007 1.62 0.22 0.20 −1.23 0.44 0.82 

2006 1.66 0.24 0.20 −1.27 0.49 0.82 

2005 1.72 0.25 0.19 −1.33 0.52 0.82 

2004 1.73 0.26 0.19 −1.32 0.53 0.82 

2003 1.77 0.29 0.18 −1.33 0.55 0.81 

2002 1.77 0.32 0.19 −1.26 0.56 0.81 

2001 1.77 0.33 0.17 −1.23 0.64 0.81 

2000 1.78 0.30 0.17 −1.24 0.63 0.81 

1999 1.81 0.31 0.16 −1.27 0.65 0.81 

1998 1.81 0.32 0.15 −1.25 0.74 0.81 

1997 1.83 0.27 0.15 −1.32 0.68 0.82 

1996 1.85 0.27 0.14 −1.31 0.73 0.81 

1995 1.84 0.27 0.14 −1.29 0.75 0.81 

5. New Human Capital vs. Old Capital Stock from Prior  
Human Capital 

It is recognized that there could be variables that might influence GDP but are 
missing from the regression model. Such variables cannot be included if they are 
either not available or measurable. Fortunately, the residuals from the CDR model 
(Ridley [77]) are random and normally distributed, and show no patterns that 
could be attributable to missing variables. That and the high coefficient of multiple 
determination support the claim that there is no missing variables bias. We wish 
to decouple exogenous and endogenous capital. This can be accomplished by 
purging the endogenous capital from the total capital, leaving only exogenous 
capital. La Porta, et al. [78] identified three possible 2SLS IVs namely legal origin, 
latitude and ethnolinguistic fractionalization that will be considered here. The only 
one of these that could be relevant to iC  is latitude. Latitude is a geography va-
riable and geography is well known to impact agriculture. Temperate zones have 
more productive agriculture and healthier climates, that enhance the development 
of economies and possibly institutions as well (Landes [79]). To serve as an IV 
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latitude must be exogenous, and must be correlated with iC  and uncorrelated 
with iε . It is obviously exogenous since GDP cannot influence latitude. The other 
two requirements will be illustrated below. The 2SLS models were fitted as follows.  
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0lm9se63o3hlljf/CDR%20data%20-%20for%2079%
20countries.xlsx?dl=0 

The OLS model is 

0g ,i c i d i r i cdr i i i n i iC D R C D R Nβ β β β β β ε= + + + ⋅+ + +⋅  

ĝ 1.53 0.14 0.23 1.21 0.38 .i i i i i i i iC D R C D R N= + + − ⋅ ⋅ +  

|ᵵ| = (6.6)   (1.69)   (2.60)  (4.40)        (5.59) 2 0.83adjR =  

The 1st stage least squares model is 

 i l i d i r i cdr i i i n i iC L D R C D R Nα α α α α ξ= + + ⋅+ + +⋅  

where the IV is latitude ( iL ). 
The estimated 1st stage least squares model is 

0.04 0.07 0.16 0.22 1.11 0.02ˆ
i i i i i i i iL D R C D NC R= − − + −⋅ ⋅+  

|ᵵ| = (3.20) (3.77)   (4.64)  (6.43)  (27.11)       (0.61) 2 0.94adjR =  

The 2nd stage least squares model where iC  is replaced by ˆ
iC  is 

ˆ ˆ0
ˆ ˆg .i c i d i r i cdr i i i n i iC D R C D R Nβ β β β β β= + + + ⋅+ +⋅ +   

The estimated 2nd stage least squares model for estimating g from exogenous 
new idea human capital entrepreneurship ( ˆ

iC ) is 
ˆ ˆĝ 1.30 0.12 0.28 0.98 0.39 .i i i i i i i iC D R C D R N= + + − ⋅ ⋅ +  

|ᵵ| = (2.66)  (0.88)   (1.95)  (1.88)        (4.45) 2 0.74adjR =  

The results are summarized in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. 2SLS Regression results. 

1st stage least squares 
Regress and is C 

2 0.94adjR =  

2nd stage least squares 
Regress and is g 

2 0.74adjR =  

Coefficient Estimate |ᵵ| Coefficient Estimate |ᵵ| 

0α  0.04 3.27 0β  0.00 0.02 

lα  −0.10 3.77 ĉβ  1.30 2.66 

dα  −0.16 4.64 dβ  0.12 0.88 

rα  0.22 6.43 rβ  0.28 1.95 

cdrα  1.11 27.11 ĉdrβ  −0.98 1.88 

nα  −0.02 0.61 nβ  0.39 4.45 

 
Since ( )Cov , 0i iL ξ =  by construction, iC  is endogenous if and only if the 

structural error ε𝑖𝑖 and reduced form error iξ  are correlated such that 
( )Cov , 0i iε ξ ≠ . Consider the regression of iε  on iξ : i i ieε ξρ= + , where 

( ) ( )Cov , Vari i iξρ ε ξ=  and ( )Cov , 0i iL e = . Substituting into the above OLS 
model for iε , 
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0g .i c i d i r i cdr i i i n i i iC D R C D R N eβ β β β β β ρξ⋅ ⋅= + + + + + + +  

If we knew iξ  we could calculate the OLS estimate for ρ  and perform a ᵵ 
test for significance. Unfortunately we do not know iξ . Still, following the ap-
proach by Hausman ([80] [81]), replacing iξ  with îξ  from the above esti-
mated 1st stage least squares model, 

0
ˆg .i c i d i r i cdr i i i n i i iC D R C D R N eβ β β β β β ρξ⋅ ⋅= + + + + + + +  

The result of the ᵵ test is that 0ρ ≠  and that iC  is endogenous. After capi-
tal stock is purged from iC  the correlation with iε  is negligible:  

( )ˆ ˆ,Corr  0.05i iC ε =− . 
The coefficient of iL  is significantly different from zero (|ᵵ| = 3.77), sup-

porting the requirement that iL  be correlated with iC . The OLS stochastic 
error is unobservable, so we can only assume that the requirement that iL  is 
uncorrelated with iε  prevails (or any correlation is negligible). Note however 
that the coefficient is negative (−0.07), implying that the exogenous capital de-
creases the further a country is from the equator. No causation is posited for this 
but as latitude increases, vegetation decreases, and so does life, the source of 
human capital. Still, it is not important to our main objective here. As it turns 
out, when latitude is included in the OLS model, it contributes 4% raising 2

adjR  
to an impressive almost 90%. But, like N, it is negligible and is not under gov-
ernment decision making control. A country cannot move to gain from latitude 
or natural resources and must focus on raising its CDR index. When the endo-
genous capital stock is purged from C, the coefficient of capital changes from 
1.53 to 1.30, implying that entrepreneurship contributes 100 (1.30/1.53) = 85% 
to G generation and capital stock contributes 100 (1.53 − 1.3)/1.53 = 15% to G 
generation. That is, new ideas contribute about 85/15~6 times as much as cap-
ital stock from old ideas. The amount of negative friction (−1.21) associated with 
the i i iC D R⋅ ⋅  interaction when capital includes capital stock is less than the 
amount of negative friction (−0.98) associated with the ˆ

i i iC D R⋅ ⋅  interaction 
when capital is only entrepreneurship. In the case of entrepreneurship only, 
there could be as few as one person involved in decision making and democracy 
would not be significant (|ᵵ| = 0.88). In the case of capital stock there are more 
likely to be many decision makers involved and democracy would be significant 
(|ᵵ| = 1.69).  

The 2nd stage least squares model is a less efficient estimator of G by the dif-
ference in 2

adjR  of 0.83 − 0.74 = 0.09 per unit or 9%. The contribution of total 
capital to 2 0.59adjR = . So, this shows that new ideas are about (59 − 9)/9~6 
times as important for economic growth as is capital stock from old ideas from a 
previous time. That is, it shows how rapidly capital stock declines from depreci-
ation and obsolescence. Resting on our laurels is the wrong policy. Inheritance, 
when unenhanced, lasts only a short time. This is consistent with what we know 
that seventy percent of rich families lose their inheritance by the second genera-
tion. And, ninety percent lose it in three generations (Taylor [82]). This is also 
consistent with and illustrated by the speed with which countries that adopted 
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CDR policies (Chile, Poland, Hong Kong, Singapore) attracted human capital 
new ideas, thereby experiencing increases in G relative to their neighbors who 
would have had to rely on capital stock from old ideas. 

This declining stock observation could be extended to the case of welfare. All 
rich countries have the problem of what to do about the indigent. With what 
appears to be an accumulation of capital stock, it is so unseemly that a rich 
country should be defined by its poor. The solution to date has been to institute 
minimum wage laws that put unqualified persons out of work, followed by wel-
fare for the unemployed, paid for out of the apparent capital stock. But, welfare 
recipients cannot contribute to new idea generation for the simple reason that 
they are not engaged in the capital to G conversion process. Their payments 
from capital stock are not unlike inheritances, or the taxing thereof that accele-
rates its depletion. This is despite the potential 6 to 1 ratio from their potential 
contribution versus capital stock. Minimum wage workers may not be qualified 
to work in research and development. But, consider a negative income tax gov-
ernment wage supplement that places workers in jobs where their experience 
just does not justify them being hired. In addition to working, numerous small 
contributions of ideas on how to improve their job will occur in all kinds of ways 
and at times that are highly unpredictable. These are the kinds of ideas that only 
workers are likely to see, thereby making them eminently qualified in that sense. 
The negative income tax wage supplement could pay for itself from these micro 
innovations. Then, in about six months to a year the worker may become worth 
what the government defines as a living wage, and the employer will be willing 
to pay said wage with no need for any supplement (Ridley [13]). 

The above section on the structures of CDR explains why D and R are hetero-
geneous exogenous catalysts and therefore cannot in theory be endogenous. Still, 
D was tested for endogeneity using legal origin, latitude and ethnolinguistic frac-
tionalization as 2SLS IVs for democracy. But, their regression coefficients were 
all found to be first stage insignificant. 

The revised 2SLS parameters estimated for years 1995-2016 are given in Table 
3. To demonstrate that the revised model has all exogenous regressors, a plot of 
the time variant parameter estimates is shown in Figure 5.  

Consistency in the estimator of a parameter requires that the sampling distri-
bution of the estimator becomes increasing concentrated around the population 
value as the sample size increases. In this case, as the sample goes from 2016 to 
2016, 2015 to 2016, 2014 to 2016, 2013 to 2016, and so on. The Bd, Br and Bn 
parameter estimates from the CDR and ĈDR models are approximately constant 
for 22 years. They converge in the forward direction of time. The Bc and Bcdr 
estimates are approximately constant for the most recent 10 years. Prior to 2008, 
capitalization data were not available for all countries. So capitalization was held 
constant. Therefore, Bc and Bcdr increased in absolute value as G was decreas-
ing, going back in time and capitalization was held constant. Constancy and 
convergence of the parameter estimates demonstrates model stability and con-
sistency. In the case of the ĈDR model, it demonstrates that endogenous capital  
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Figure 5. ĈDR  model 2SLS parameters for 22 years. 

 
Table 3. CDR model 2SLS parameters for 22 years. 

YEAR Bc Bd Br Bcdr Bn 2
adjR  

2016 1.32 0.12 0.29 −1.04 0.34 0.72 
2015 1.32 0.13 0.28 −1.02 0.36 0.73 
2014 1.30 0.12 0.28 −0.98 0.38 0.74 
2013 1.22 0.11 0.29 −0.87 0.40 0.75 
2012 1.21 0.12 0.29 −0.85 0.43 0.75 
2011 1.21 0.12 0.29 −0.85 0.43 0.75 
2010 1.29 0.15 0.27 −0.92 0.42 0.74 
2009 1.30 0.19 0.27 −0.87 0.48 0.75 
2008 1.15 0.17 0.30 −0.73 0.45 0.74 
2007 1.41 0.20 0.25 −1.04 0.37 0.75 
2006 1.52 0.23 0.22 −1.16 0.49 0.74 
2005 1.69 0.26 0.20 −1.34 0.52 0.74 
2004 1.84 0.33 0.17 −1.43 0.56 0.74 
2003 1.84 0.33 0.17 −1.43 0.56 0.74 
2002 1.89 0.36 0.17 −1.43 0.56 0.74 
2001 1.94 0.37 0.15 −1.44 0.63 0.75 
2000 1.99 0.35 0.13 −1.50 0.62 0.75 
1999 2.09 0.38 0.10 −1.60 0.64 0.75 

1998 2.10 0.39 0.10 −1.59 0.73 0.73 

1997 2.15 0.35 0.09 −1.68 0.68 0.75 

1996 2.20 0.36 0.08 −1.71 0.72 0.75 

1995 2.20 0.36 0.07 −1.69 0.74 0.75 

 
stock K was purged from total capital ˆC C K= +  to leave only exogenous en-
trepreneurship human capital Ĉ . So, if the ĈDR model contains only exogen-
ous regressors, the 2SLS parameter estimates must be best linear unbiased (blue) 
estimators. So the 2SLS parameters estimates are unbiased. The CDR data came 
from a real life uncontrolled experiment, but the 2SLS process yields a global 
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time invariant ĈDR scientific law. Even if there were some bias, the model 
would yield useful stable estimates. Some two hundred and forty years after 
Adam Smith [18] announced an inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth 
of nations, the cause is found to be capitalism, democracy and rule of law, and 
the ĈDR model places economics on a sound scientific footing. 

6. Total and Marginal Contribution to g 

The following analysis of total and marginal contributions is based on the re-
vised 2SLS regression model. The total country i  contribution is  
ĝ 1.3 0.12 0.28 0.98i i i i i i iC D R C D R= + + − ⋅ ⋅ . The marginal contributions to the 
mean in ĝi  (denoted by [ ]ĝiE ) from iC , is the partial derivative  

[ ]ĝ 1.3 0.98i i i iE C D R∂ ∂ − ⋅= , for different fixed values of i iD R⋅ . The product 

i iD R⋅  is a product of fractions and is therefore small but positive. Therefore, 
the negative values for 0.98 i iD R⋅−  implies that [ ]ĝ 1.3i iE C∂ ∂ < . 

Consider the scenario where a fraction if  of ĝi  is reinvested in capital 
stock, such that 

( ) ( )ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆg 1.3 g 0.12 0.28 0.98 gi i i i i i i i i i iC f D R C f D R= + + + − + ⋅ ⋅ . 

Then, 

( ) ˆ ˆˆ1 1.3 0.98 g 1.3 0.12 0.28 0.98i i i i i i i i i i if f D R C D R C D R− + ⋅ ⋅ = + + − ⋅ ⋅  

( ) ( )ˆ ˆĝ 1.3 0.12 0.28 0.98 1 1.3 0.98i i i i i i i i i i iC D R C D R f f D R= + + − ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅  

And, the marginal return on entrepreneurial capital ( ˆ
iC ) is 

[ ] ( ) ( )ˆĝ 1.3 0.98 1 1.3 0.98i i i i i i i iE C D R f f D R∂ ∂ = − ⋅+⋅ ⋅− . 

The marginal utilities of D and R are 

[ ]
( )( )

( )

( )( )
( )

2

2

ĝ
ˆ1 1.3 0.98 0.12 0.98

1 1.3 0.98
ˆ ˆ1.3 0.12 0.28 0.98 0.98

1 1.3 0.98

i i

i i i i i i

i i i i

i i i i i i i i

i i i i

E D

f f D R C R

f f D R

C D R C D R f R

f f D R

∂ ∂

− + −
=

− +

+ + −
−

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

⋅ ⋅

⋅+

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

⋅−

 

[ ]
( )( )

( )

( )( )
( )

2

2

ĝ
ˆ1 1.3 0.98 0.28 0.98

1 1.3 0.98
ˆ ˆ1.3 0.12 0.28 0.98 0.98

1 1.3 0.98

i i

i i i i i i

i i i i

i i i i i i i i

i i i i

E R

f f D R C D

f f D R

C D R C D R f D

f f D R

∂ ∂

− + −
=

− +

+ + −
−

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

⋅ ⋅

⋅+

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

⋅−

 

Simplifying, 

[ ]
( )

2

2

ˆ0.12 0.156 0.98 0.2744
ĝ

1 1.3 0.98
i i i i

i i
i i i i

if C R f R
E D

f f D R
⋅ ⋅− − −

⋅
∂

+ ⋅
∂ =

−
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[ ]
( )

2

2

ˆ0.28 0.364 0.98 0.1176
ĝ

1 1.3 0.98
i i i i

i i
i i i i

if C D f D
E R

f f D R
⋅ ⋅− − −

⋅
∂

+ ⋅
∂ =

−
 

The following will omit the country i  notation and apply the same fraction 
to all countries. The total contribution to g and marginal contribution from Ĉ  
for three different fractions of reinvestment in capital stock 0,0.1,0.2f =  are 
plotted in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). In each case, g increases with C = D = R 
until C = D = R is approximately 0.75 then it declines. The post peak decline in g 
is due to the interaction effect of Ĉ D R⋅ ⋅  which can only be zero or negative. 
The peak g is 0.85 when there is no reinvestment. Higher peaks in g occur when 
the fraction reinvested is 0.1 and 0.2. This implies that division of human capital 
creates surplus g. The marginal return on Ĉ  falls with increasing D and R. 
Higher marginal returns occur when the fraction reinvested is 0.1 and 0.2. The 
difference in marginal return due to fraction reinvested is least when D and R are 
highest. Note that in reality there will be depreciation and obsolescence in capital  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. (a) Total contributions to g; (b) Marginal contribution to g; (c) Entrepreneur-
ship elasticity of g. 
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stock that reinvestment must surpass.  
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0lm9se63o3hlljf/CDR%20data%20-%20for%2079%
20countries.xlsx?dl=0 

7. Entrepreneurship Capital Elasticity of g 

The entrepreneurial capital ( Ĉ ) elasticity of g is defined from the percentage 
change in g in response to a 1% change in Ĉ , ceteris paribus. This point elas-
ticity can be investigated directly from the marginal return on Ĉ . That is, from 

( ) [ ]ˆ ˆˆ ˆg gi i i iC E C∂ ∂ . From Figure 6(c), in general, as D and R increase, the elas-
ticity of g falls. When there is no reinvestment (f = 0), g is always inelastic. As 
the reinvestment fraction increases to f = 0.1 and 0.2, the elasticity increases. If a 
unitary elasticity of 1.0 can be obtained for some combination of these variables, 
such that g is maximized, then the policy suggested is to reinvest about 10% 
when D and R are between 0 and 0.5. As D and R increase from 0.5 to 0.9, in-
crease the fraction of reinvestment in like manner to about 20%. As D and R in-
crease from 0.9 to 1.0, the fraction of reinvestment should be increased to about 
25%. Assuming uniform distribution across countries, the average is about 10% 
+ (25 − 10)% × 0.5 = 17.5%. Adding 3.5% for depreciation and obsolescence 
brings this number up to 21%. This is consistent with the World Bank report of 
21% for year 2014 worldwide average gross fixed capital formation (GFCF). 
GFCF does not include book value recovery of depreciation for tax purposes, but 
it does include actual replacements. Neither one of these includes capital stock 
investment in training to develop knowledge and skills. Therefore, we proffer 
that the theoretical ( )g , ,f C D R=  function is validated by the empirical 
GFCF. 

8. Conclusions 

The CDR model is a global time invariant scientific law. The law governs the 
mechanism by which human capital is converted to wealth for bifurcation into 
consumption and capital stock for future investment. The unitary capital elastic-
ity of G provides an optimal policy guide for the CDR and reinvestment strategy 
that maximizes G. The contribution to G from intangible C, D and R is about 
thirteen times that from tangible natural resources. The law permits decoupling 
of exogenous and endogenous components of capital to calculate the values of 
new entrepreneurship ideas versus old capital stock. The contribution from en-
trepreneurship is about six times that from capital stock. If the source of wealth 
is indeed the human mind, then if entrepreneurial imagination and creativity are 
unlimited (Lotto [83]), then wealth is unlimited (Ridley [11]). Each human being 
brings his or her own wealth into the world. Ideas are the natural born enemy of 
the way things are. For only change can usher in new wealth. Sometimes it is the 
people among whom no one imagines anything of who do the things that no one 
can imagine (Moore [84]). If wealth were fixed, each child could only contribute 
to the impoverishment of everybody else. The phenomenal wealth creation by the 
countries that have implemented CDR policies commensurate with population 
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increases there, is proof that there is no such impoverishment. A country that 
knows where it is going will not get far. A country willing to create an entrepre-
neurial environment of risk taking and investment in the unknown may expe-
rience unlimited growth. Ridley [85], Llaugel and Ridley [86], and Ngnepieba, et 
al. [87] suggest ways for introducing university students to CDR growth eco-
nomics as the source of human ideas of imagination and creativity. 

In the mystery of capital, Hernando de Soto [21] implied that capital is hidden 
in land assets that can be acquired by titling through the property rights feature 
of rule of law. In reality, such a combination of assets and titles will remain bar-
ren in the absence of ideas. It will fall short of being working capital. Property is 
collateral that can be used to obtain financial capital. But, the true source of 
wealth is really the human capital of imagination and creativity of the mind. The 
remainder of the human being is physical labor. Human capital is contained in 
total capital measured by market capitalization. Wealth is realized through CDR. 
Rule of law attracts capital and democracy deploys it optimally to generate 
wealth contribution as measured by G. Assuming perfect democracy and rule of 
law, hence high signal to noise ratio channels of new quanta of entrepreneurial 
information, market capital expands and shrinks to match expansion and shrin-
kage in entrepreneurial imagination and creativity. Only a small number of sui 
generis people will be entrepreneurs. What the CDR model suggests is that an 
entrepreneurial environment is required such that when the entrepreneur does 
come along their message gets heard and acted on. Also contained in market ca-
pitalization may be capital for which fungible property based collateral is 
pledged. The capital that is deployed to appropriate units of production is con-
verted to G. G is generated from CDR, independently of government spending, 
country size, culture, and physical characteristics of the population. Natural re-
sources and location are negligible. The human capacity for ideas (human capi-
tal and entrepreneurship), and the virtues of democracy and rule of law are all 
that are required. Even if certain limiting human characteristics or natural re-
sources were obstacles in some nations, CDR is salutary to economic develop-
ment in terms of making the best of what is possible. As countries adopt policies 
that decrease CDR, their G falls. Such is the mystery of poverty. As countries 
adopt policies that increase CDR, their G increases. Such is the mystery of 
wealth. This is as far as science can take us (Ball [88]). Counting on the next 
random invention is a leap of faith. The recommendation from this research is 
that low income countries should adopt a policy to raise their CDR index. Future 
research can investigate whether or not there is a relationship between the Sin-
gapore bonus system for government employees, their raised CDR index, and 
ultimately their impressively high GDP. 
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Appendix A 

A.1. Summary list of significant new CDR findings 
Intangible C, D an R contribute thirteen times more to G than do tangible 

natural resources. 
New ideas contribute approximately six times that of capital stock from old 

ideas. 
The theoretical optimal reinvestment fraction estimated from CDR is equal to 

empirical GFCF. 
Capital to G conversion is global time invariant. 
Natural resources effect on G is negligible. 
Government spending effect on G is negligible. 
Country population size effect on G is negligible. 
Location effect on G is negligible. 
Culture effect on G is negligible. 
Population physical characteristics effect on G is negligible. 
Wealth is unlimited.  
A.2. Nomenclature  
Endogenous: Generated from within a system. 
Entrepreneurship: The process of starting a business, typically a startup com-

pany offering an innovative product, process or service. 
Exogenous: Generated from outside a system. 
Capitalist: A person who deploys his personal capital so as to maximize his 

benefit. 
Capitalism: Mechanism for the collection and assembly of capital. 
Capital stock: Fixed installed capital less depreciation and obsolescence plus 

skills and knowledge acquired from entrepreneurs and taught to others. 
Catalysis: The creation of alternative pathways to enable a process. 
CDR index: The vector inner product (dot product) of the global constant 

[1.53 0.14 0.23 −1.21] and the country [C D R C∙D∙R]. 
Company: The instrument of capitalism for the profitable investment of capi-

tal. 
Democracy: Private work force idea participation and periodic election of 

public representatives (catalyst for the process of generating G from capital). 
Gross domestic product: The monetary value of all the finished goods and 

services produced within a country’s borders in a specific time period (economic 
growth = GDP per capita). 

Limited liability: Limitation of loss to capital invested. 
Natural resources rents: Surplus value of natural resources after all costs and 

normal returns are accounted for. 
Property rights: Property is a legal expression of an economically meaningful 

consensus by people about assets, how they should be held, used and exchanged. 
Rule of Law: Reverse of corruption (protection of shareholder and other 

property rights) (catalyst for the attraction of capital). 
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Shareholder: An owner of shares in a company. 
Virtue: Self-governing human property that promotes fairness and justice 

without the need for central government.  
A.3. World Corruption 
 

 
Figure A1. Corruption Perceptions Index 2016. Lighter color less corruption. Darker 
color more corruption. Source: Transparency International www.transparency.org/cpi. 
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